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6. GAUSSIAN VARIATIONAL METHOD (GVM) WITH REPLICÆ

ical meaningful, this trick yields the formal expression:
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with ~u = (u1, . . . , un). So the problem of a single disordered system (e.g. a 1D
interface living in a random potential V ) can be reformulated into a problem of
n coupled pure systems (n coupled interfaces without disorder), in the peculiar limit
n ! 0.

Focusing now on the effective replicated Hamiltonian eH [~u], this quantity inherits
the translational invariance of the underlying disorder (cf. Sec. 2.4.5) and can thus be
conveniently expressed in Fourier space. The Gaussian Variational Method consists
then in approximating the exact eH [~u] in the Boltzmann weight of (6.3) by a trial
quadratic Hamiltonian H0 [~u] of the form:
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The variational parameters
�
G�1

ab (q)
 

form a n ⇥ n matrix encoding all the possible
couplings of each pair of replicæ in Fourier space, and taking the remarkable struc-
ture of a symmetrical hierarchical matrix, as pictured in Fig. 6.1. It can be com-
pletely reconstructed by all the permutations of its first line – the total variational
energy eH0 [~u] must be invariant under a permutation of the replica indices (a, b),
which are arbitrary – which can be chosen conveniently as the reference sequence in
which the coefficients are classified monotonously.
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Figure 6.1: Summary of the replica trick and the GVM approximation of the Hamilto-
nian with eH0 (6.4). The aim is to determine the optimal hierarchical matrix
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directly in the limit n ! 0, or with the full-RSB formulation defined in the Sec. 6.1.3:�
G�1

c (q),��(q, u)
 

with u 2 [0, 1]. The colour blend represents the different values
of the n⇥ n matrix coefficients, the first line being described by the function �(q, u).
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Hierarchical matrices: 
 
invariance upon permutation of replica indices 
⇒ every line/column with reshuffled coefficients 

 
Example here: color code = coefficient values 
(continuous blend on the first line/column)

Algebra of inverting such             matrices 
in limit            :
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n ! 0

M. Mézard & G. Parisi, J. Phys. I 1, 809 (1991) [Append. II]
E. Agoritsas, V. Lecomte, T. Giamarchi, Phys. Rev. B 82, 
184207 (2010) [Appendix B]



Roughness function & Structure factor (and related quantities)
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B(r) =
D
[u(z + r)� u(z)]2

E
 Our roughness = 'height-height correlation function"
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 Working in Fourier. structure factor
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 Issues in experimental (and also numerical) studies of roughness:

Finite statistics: # of samples /       = #pairs for a given lengthscale:               when
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Finite system size: e.g. in ferroelectric domain walls, L=512 pixels ⇒ relevance of power-law exponents?

Finite-time saturation: glassy behaviour, a priori not fully relaxed systems (experimentally/numerically)

Beware of strong impurities: might break locally the elastic description ⇒ non-Gaussian artefacts

Cf. Preprint: J. Guyonnet, E. Agoritsas, P. Paruch, S. Bustingorry,  arXiv:1904.11726 [cond-mat.dis-nn].
A.-L. Barabàsi & H. E. Stanley, Fractal Concepts in Surface Growth, Cambridge University Press, 1995.

S. Bustingorry, J. Guyonnet, P. Paruch, E. Agoritsas,  J. Phys. Condens. Matter 33, 345001 (2021).



Usual approaches to study these DES problems

Numerical studies e.g. on quenched Edwards-Wilkinson dynamics

E. E. Ferrero, S. Bustingorry, A. B. Kolton, A. Rosso,  Comptes Rendus de Physique 14, 641 (2013) 
"Numerical approaches on driven elastic interfaces in random media"

Scaling analysis: 'Flory/Imry-Ma'-like arguments

E. Agoritsas, V. Lecomte,  J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 50, 104001 (2017) 
"Power countings versus physical scalings in disordered elastic systems - Case study of the 
one-dimensional interface"

Gaussian Variational Method (GVM) approaches for the statics

Cf. Refs. in previous slides. Exact in the limit of infinite dimension in the transverse direction.

Special mappings/limits when available

E.g. Mapping of the 1D static interface (short-range elasticity & random-bond disorder) on 
the 1+1 Directed Polymer and the 1D Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation

Functional Renormalisation Group (FRG) in                    or non-perturbative
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K. J. Wiese arXiv:2102.01215 [cond-mat.dis-nn],  "Theory and Experiments for Disordered 
Elastic Manifolds, Depinning, Avalanches, and Sandpiles"
P. Le Doussal, Annals of Physics 335, 49 (2010), "Exact results and open questions in first 
principle functional RG"
I. Balog, G. Tarjus, M. Tissier,  J. Stat. Mech.: Th. Exp. 2019, 103301 (2019), "Benchmarking the 
nonperturbative functional renormalization group approach on the random elastic manifold 
model in and out of equilibrium"
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Effective random potential V (z, u(z))Elasticity

Model: 1D interface with finite width / short-range correlated disorder

 Short-range elasticity & Elastic limit / Quenched random-bond weak disorder

⇢

/ ⇠

z

xuz

⇢

Elastic constant    / Width    / Disorder strength     / Temperaturec ⇠ D T

HDES = Hel +Hdis

Hamiltonian: H[u, eV ] =

Z

R
dz ·


c

2
(rzu(z))

2 +

Z

R
dx · ⇢⇠(x� u(z)) eV (z, x)

�

 Density                      & random potential⇢⇠(x� u(z)) eV (z, x)

eV (z, x) = 0

eV (z, x)eV (z0, x0) = D �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

 Alternative:  correlated effective potential V (z, u(z))

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D �(z � z0)R⇠(x� x0)

R⇠(x) = ⇠�1R1(x/⇠)

 Exponentially decaying with following scaling:

RG
⇠ (x) =

e�x2/(2⇠2)

p
2⇡⇠

e.g.

 Overdamped dynamics: ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)
<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">AAAC63icjVHLSsNAFD3GV31XXboJVkVBSyqibpSCIC4VbBWslEk66mBeTCbSWvoH7tyJW3/Arf6H+Af6F94ZI/hAdEKSM+fec2buvW7si0Q5znOX1d3T29efGxgcGh4ZHcuPT1STKJUer3iRH8lDlyXcFyGvKKF8fhhLzgLX5wfu+ZaOH1xwmYgo3FetmB8H7DQUJ8Jjiqh6fm673q4p3lTthkg6nfnLxebCxlItZlIJ5tebdtVQ9XzBKTpm2T9BKQOF8gzM2o3yT6ihgQgeUgTgCKEI+2BI6DlCCQ5i4o7RJk4SEibO0cEgaVPK4pTBiD2n7yntjjI2pL32TIzao1N8eiUpbcySJqI8SVifZpt4apw1+5t323jqu7Xo72ZeAbEKZ8T+pfvI/K9O16JwgnVTg6CaYsPo6rzMJTVd0Te3P1WlyCEmTuMGxSVhzyg/+mwbTWJq171lJv5iMjWr916Wm+JV35IGXPo+zp+gulwsrRaX91YK5c33SSOHKUxjnua5hjJ2sIsKeV/hHg94tALr2rqxbt9Tra5MM4kvy7p7AyN/nuM=</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)



Overdamped dynamics / RB vs RF disorder

 Overdamped dynamics for numerics / field-theory: HDES = Hel +Hdis

<latexit sha1_base64="GaqoH6D/rjNsHRmIMAhHLp6Zm7k=">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</latexit>

m@2
t u(z, t)| {z }+

Acceleration
<latexit sha1_base64="tZPULe+bFJsRno9Y2mT8ImwEujY=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="aACDB2l4o+Il5TLXc8Ge1R2ujbc=">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</latexit>

Fel(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="uxu5oaKBsN77H+RdHtefkI/VjZM=">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</latexit>

�@tu(z, t) = �
�Hel[u]

�u(z, t)| {z }
�
�Hdis[u, V ]

�u(z, t)| {z }
+fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

Typically with periodic boundary condition:                                 , and also
<latexit sha1_base64="Y0E6geBwuIpPMHsZwTW5zOtotkA=">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</latexit>

u(z + Lz) = u(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="PmyLMrpn1MKgubTUZ80d3vs/5k8=">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</latexit>

Lx ⇠ L⇣
z

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

Numerics: E. E. Ferrero, S. Bustingorry, A. B. Kolton, A. Rosso,  Comptes Rendus de Physique 14, 641 (2013)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">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</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">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</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">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</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">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</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">AAADGHicjVFNTxsxEH0sbYH0g0CPXCzSSlRqow1CwAUpUi8cQRBAyqaR15hgsV/y2kgQ5Y/wT3rrreqVC+LEFf4FY2dRKahqvdrdN2/mPXs8cZGo0oTh9UQw+eLlq6npmdrrN2/fzdbn5vfK3GohOyJPcn0Q81ImKpMdo0wiDwoteRoncj8++ery+6dSlyrPds1ZIXspH2TqSAluiOrXd3a69nN0zM3Qjnq1DRapzPSH52bEVMWOo6VowNOUs6jg2iie9A37wsTv8Pzb8idmfW2tX2+EzdAv9hy0KtBof4BfW3n9ChEOkUPAIoVEBkM4AUdJTxcthCiI62FInCakfF5ihBppLVVJquDEntB3QFG3YjOKnWfp1YJ2SejVpGT4SJqc6jRhtxvzeeudHfs376H3dGc7o39ceaXEGhwT+y/dQ+X/6lwvBkdY9z0o6qnwjOtOVC7W34o7OXvUlSGHgjiHDymvCQuvfLhn5jWl793dLff5W1/pWBeLqtbizp2SBtx6Os7nYG+52VptrmyvNNrr40ljGgtYxBLNcw1tbGILHfL+jhva7y64CH4EP4Nf49JgotK8xx8ruLwHLOSxOA==</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">AAAC7XicjVHLSsRAECzj+x316CW4CntxycqiHhe8eFRwVTASkuysDiaZkEzENeQXvHkTr/6AV/0N8Q/0L+wZI/hAdEKS6uqumulpPwl5Jm37ecAYHBoeGR0bn5icmp6ZNefm9zORpwHrBCIU6aHvZSzkMetILkN2mKTMi/yQHfhnWyp/cM7SjIt4T/YTdhx5JzHv8cCTRLlmfdXquYUj2YUs6C1Ly+GxdItLWVrcOfVkkZc6cs2a3bD1sn6CZgVq7WXotSPMJzjoQiBAjggMMSThEB4yeo7QhI2EuGMUxKWEuM4zlJggbU5VjCo8Ys/oe0LRUcXGFCvPTKsD2iWkNyWlhRXSCKpLCavdLJ3PtbNif/MutKc6W5/+fuUVEStxSuxfuo/K/+pULxI9bOoeOPWUaEZ1F1Quub4VdXLrU1eSHBLiFO5SPiUcaOXHPVtak+ne1d16Ov+iKxWr4qCqzfGqTkkDbn4f50+wv9Zorjdau61ae/N90hjDIpZQp3luoI1t7KBD3le4xwMeDWFcGzfG7XupMVBpFvBlGXdvglihcw==</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">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</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">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</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">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</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAFD3G9zvqStwMVlFBSyKiboSCLlyqWCvYUpM41eDkQTIRSxF37sStP+BWP0f8A/0L74wp+EB0QpJzz73nzNy5biz8VFrWS4fR2dXd09vXPzA4NDwyao6NH6RRlni87EUiSg5dJ+XCD3lZ+lLwwzjhTuAKXnHPN1W+csGT1I/CfdmMeS1wTkO/4XuOJKpuTla3uJDO/OUC22BLbItVF9ne3BzFdbNgFS292E9g56BQmoFeO5H5jCpOEMFDhgAcISRhAQcpPUewYSEmroYWcQkhX+c5rjBA2oyqOFU4xJ7T95Sio5wNKVaeqVZ7tIugNyElwyxpIqpLCKvdmM5n2lmxv3m3tKc6W5P+bu4VECtxRuxfunblf3WqF4kG1nUPPvUUa0Z15+Uumb4VdXL2qStJDjFxCp9QPiHsaWX7npnWpLp3dbeOzr/qSsWq2MtrM7ypU9KA7e/j/AkOlov2anFld6VQWv+YNPowhWnM0zzXUMI2dlAm72s84BFPxrFxY9wadx+lRkeumcCXZdy/A5oaltc=</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVVfiZrAKClJSKdqVFHThsoJ9gC2apKMOTZOQTKSliDt34tYfcKufI/6B/oV3phF8IDohyZlz7zkz9147cEUkTfMlZYyMjo1PpCczU9Mzs3PZ+YVa5Mehw6uO7/phw7Yi7gqPV6WQLm8EIbe6tsvrdmdPxeuXPIyE7x3JfsBbXevcE2fCsSRRJ9mlpvAka/dYc5M197krLbbe22C7JjvJ5sy8qRf7CQoJyJVXoVfFzz6jiTZ8OIjRBYcHSdiFhYieYxRgIiCuhQFxISGh4xxXyJA2pixOGRaxHfqe0+44YT3aK89Iqx06xaU3JCXDGml8ygsJq9OYjsfaWbG/eQ+0p7pbn/524tUlVuKC2L90H5n/1alaJM5Q0jUIqinQjKrOSVxi3RV1c/apKkkOAXEKtykeEna08qPPTGsiXbvqraXjrzpTsWrvJLkx3tQtacCF7+P8CWpb+cJ2vnhYzJVLw0kjjWWsYJ3muYMyDlBBlbyv8YBHPBmnxo1xa9wNU41UolnEl2XcvwP4rJfR</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">AAADVnicjVFdb9MwFL1pGRvlK8AjQjKUjyGNKkUT7AWpEjzwxhB0m1SXyvG81przIcdGGlF+BL8O+AfwC3hDXN9lolAhcJTk+Jx7jn3ttDS6cknyJep0z62dX9+40Lt46fKVq/G163tV4a1UY1mYwh6kolJG52rstDPqoLRKZKlR++nx86Dvv1e20kX+1p2UapqJea6PtBQOqVn8kRcoB3fNjcjnRjGeCbeQwtSvmk33kHFLdNN7xrjO3S/5ReNn9QfXMH57ReEL4WrfkN7jW8uZE7/VqlOGinpXP3qzxDWzuJ8MEhpsFQxb0B/dBRq7RfwJOBxCARI8ZKAgB4fYgIAKnwkMIYESuSnUyFlEmnQFDfTQ67FKYYVA9hi/c5xNWjbHecisyC1xFYOvRSeDe+gpsM4iDqsx0j0lB/Zv2TVlhr2d4D9tszJkHSyQ/ZfvrPJ/faEXB0ewQz1o7KkkJnQn2xRPpxJ2zpa6cphQIhfwIeoWsSTn2Tkz8lTUezhbQfpXqgxsmMu21sO3sEu84OGf17kK9h4Phk8G26+3+6Od05uGDbgJd2AT7/MpjOAl7MIYs79Ht6L70YPO586P7lp3/bS0E7WeG/Db6MY/ATMoxag=</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">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</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">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</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">AAAC3nicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVVfiZrAKClJSKdqVFHThsoJ9gC2apKMOTZOQTKSliDt34tYfcKufI/6B/oV3phF8IDohyZlz7zkz9147cEUkTfMlZYyMjo1PpCczU9Mzs3PZ+YVa5Mehw6uO7/phw7Yi7gqPV6WQLm8EIbe6tsvrdmdPxeuXPIyE7x3JfsBbXevcE2fCsSRRJ9mlpvAka/dYc5M197krLbbe22C7JjvJ5sy8qRf7CQoJyJVXoVfFzz6jiTZ8OIjRBYcHSdiFhYieYxRgIiCuhQFxISGh4xxXyJA2pixOGRaxHfqe0+44YT3aK89Iqx06xaU3JCXDGml8ygsJq9OYjsfaWbG/eQ+0p7pbn/524tUlVuKC2L90H5n/1alaJM5Q0jUIqinQjKrOSVxi3RV1c/apKkkOAXEKtykeEna08qPPTGsiXbvqraXjrzpTsWrvJLkx3tQtacCF7+P8CWpb+cJ2vnhYzJVLw0kjjWWsYJ3muYMyDlBBlbyv8YBHPBmnxo1xa9wNU41UolnEl2XcvwP4rJfR</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">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</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">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</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">AAAC7XicjVHLSsRAECzj+x316CW4CntxycqiHhe8eFRwVTASkuysDiaZkEzENeQXvHkTr/6AV/0N8Q/0L+wZI/hAdEKS6uqumulpPwl5Jm37ecAYHBoeGR0bn5icmp6ZNefm9zORpwHrBCIU6aHvZSzkMetILkN2mKTMi/yQHfhnWyp/cM7SjIt4T/YTdhx5JzHv8cCTRLlmfdXquYUj2YUs6C1Ly+GxdItLWVrcOfVkkZc6cs2a3bD1sn6CZgVq7WXotSPMJzjoQiBAjggMMSThEB4yeo7QhI2EuGMUxKWEuM4zlJggbU5VjCo8Ys/oe0LRUcXGFCvPTKsD2iWkNyWlhRXSCKpLCavdLJ3PtbNif/MutKc6W5/+fuUVEStxSuxfuo/K/+pULxI9bOoeOPWUaEZ1F1Quub4VdXLrU1eSHBLiFO5SPiUcaOXHPVtak+ne1d16Ov+iKxWr4qCqzfGqTkkDbn4f50+wv9Zorjdau61ae/N90hjDIpZQp3luoI1t7KBD3le4xwMeDWFcGzfG7XupMVBpFvBlGXdvglihcw==</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="0aQoMuA/zoqJZAGhCyBvGsZ5MSQ=">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</latexit> Z

dx�(x) > 0

random-bond (RB)

random-field (RF)



Overdamped dynamics & MSR dynamical action

HDES = Hel +Hdis

h⌘th(z, t)⌘th(z0, t0)i = 2�T �(z � z0)�(t� t0)Gaussian noise of zero mean and 2-pt correlator :

 Here focus on ‘quenched Edwards-Wilkinson’ (qEW):

� @tu(z, t) = c@2
zu(z, t) + Fdis(z, u(z)) + fext + ⌘thermal(z, t)

<latexit sha1_base64="+/LP7SjNCl15L7CXC8JP5dDBEQw=">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</latexit>

V (z, x)V (z0, x0) = D�(z � z0)R(x� x0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DD8eC6mXMf3b3oAWsJomzohy2NM=">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</latexit>

Fdis(z, x)Fdis(z0, x0) = �(z � z0)�(x� x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="znJagIbCVEybDITBEZwvKKjp0lA=">AAAC63icjVHLSsNAFD3GV31XXboJVkVBSyqibpSCIC4VbBWslEk66mBeTCbSWvoH7tyJW3/Arf6H+Af6F94ZI/hAdEKSM+fec2buvW7si0Q5znOX1d3T29efGxgcGh4ZHcuPT1STKJUer3iRH8lDlyXcFyGvKKF8fhhLzgLX5wfu+ZaOH1xwmYgo3FetmB8H7DQUJ8Jjiqh6fm673q4p3lTthkg6nfnLxebCxlItZlIJ5tebdtVQ9XzBKTpm2T9BKQOF8gzM2o3yT6ihgQgeUgTgCKEI+2BI6DlCCQ5i4o7RJk4SEibO0cEgaVPK4pTBiD2n7yntjjI2pL32TIzao1N8eiUpbcySJqI8SVifZpt4apw1+5t323jqu7Xo72ZeAbEKZ8T+pfvI/K9O16JwgnVTg6CaYsPo6rzMJTVd0Te3P1WlyCEmTuMGxSVhzyg/+mwbTWJq171lJv5iMjWr916Wm+JV35IGXPo+zp+gulwsrRaX91YK5c33SSOHKUxjnua5hjJ2sIsKeV/hHg94tALr2rqxbt9Tra5MM4kvy7p7AyN/nuM=</latexit>

Fdis(z, x) = �@xV (z, x)Random force:

 Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) dynamical action:

<latexit sha1_base64="7TZwKaEeo3aSVLuWuzHqbHQSKjM=">AAADVnicjVFdb9MwFL1pGRvlK8AjQjKUjyGNKkUT7AWpEjzwxhB0m1SXyvG81przIcdGGlF+BL8O+AfwC3hDXN9lolAhcJTk+Jx7jn3ttDS6cknyJep0z62dX9+40Lt46fKVq/G163tV4a1UY1mYwh6kolJG52rstDPqoLRKZKlR++nx86Dvv1e20kX+1p2UapqJea6PtBQOqVn8kRcoB3fNjcjnRjGeCbeQwtSvmk33kHFLdNN7xrjO3S/5ReNn9QfXMH57ReEL4WrfkN7jW8uZE7/VqlOGinpXP3qzxDWzuJ8MEhpsFQxb0B/dBRq7RfwJOBxCARI8ZKAgB4fYgIAKnwkMIYESuSnUyFlEmnQFDfTQ67FKYYVA9hi/c5xNWjbHecisyC1xFYOvRSeDe+gpsM4iDqsx0j0lB/Zv2TVlhr2d4D9tszJkHSyQ/ZfvrPJ/faEXB0ewQz1o7KkkJnQn2xRPpxJ2zpa6cphQIhfwIeoWsSTn2Tkz8lTUezhbQfpXqgxsmMu21sO3sEu84OGf17kK9h4Phk8G26+3+6Od05uGDbgJd2AT7/MpjOAl7MIYs79Ht6L70YPO586P7lp3/bS0E7WeG/Db6MY/ATMoxag=</latexit>

hO(t)i =

Z
Duzt

Z
Dûzt O[u, û] e�S[u,û]

<latexit sha1_base64="xbaN/vi2HuflqonwCXjfbzZNBCQ=">AAADGHicjVFNTxsxEH0sbYH0g0CPXCzSSlRqow1CwAUpUi8cQRBAyqaR15hgsV/y2kgQ5Y/wT3rrreqVC+LEFf4FY2dRKahqvdrdN2/mPXs8cZGo0oTh9UQw+eLlq6npmdrrN2/fzdbn5vfK3GohOyJPcn0Q81ImKpMdo0wiDwoteRoncj8++ery+6dSlyrPds1ZIXspH2TqSAluiOrXd3a69nN0zM3Qjnq1DRapzPSH52bEVMWOo6VowNOUs6jg2iie9A37wsTv8Pzb8idmfW2tX2+EzdAv9hy0KtBof4BfW3n9ChEOkUPAIoVEBkM4AUdJTxcthCiI62FInCakfF5ihBppLVVJquDEntB3QFG3YjOKnWfp1YJ2SejVpGT4SJqc6jRhtxvzeeudHfs376H3dGc7o39ceaXEGhwT+y/dQ+X/6lwvBkdY9z0o6qnwjOtOVC7W34o7OXvUlSGHgjiHDymvCQuvfLhn5jWl793dLff5W1/pWBeLqtbizp2SBtx6Os7nYG+52VptrmyvNNrr40ljGgtYxBLNcw1tbGILHfL+jhva7y64CH4EP4Nf49JgotK8xx8ruLwHLOSxOA==</latexit>

S[u, û] =

Z

zt
iûzt(�@t � c@2

z )uzt

<latexit sha1_base64="WOOod01qPmSBvt8Z5kmgIVdkq8g=">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</latexit>

+ �T

Z

zt
iûzt iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="dIAjN7GXEZvpY0DjKYjTL6h0ZhI=">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</latexit>

�fext

Z

zt
iûzt

<latexit sha1_base64="zlxI2R/sEQ5vN5hKb7ZDozzm4PM=">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</latexit>

�1

2

Z

ztt0
iûzt iûzt0 �(uzt � uzt0)

Force-force correlator 
= central object for FRG

<latexit sha1_base64="B5DY6gl/Gl3lKv04NzUl+TbEP8Y=">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</latexit>

�(x) = �DR00(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="nZN0KLk5rPYxQnyXwGqeo/i+Ycw=">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</latexit> Z
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
clean (nondisordered) systems.

Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
!

dr
"$

2
|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%

#
, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
%2 + #

4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
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is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
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a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian
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models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
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reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
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is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
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we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.
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method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.
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We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
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values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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±!0 = ±
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"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation
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where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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quantities are related with the model parameters as

!̃ ! !N1 = !
2
"

2
3

"

#

!
"

$
,

c ! $N1 = 2
"

2
3

"

#

"
"$ ,

F ! hN3 = #2
!

"

#
h.

(16)

Note that the sign of the drive F does depend on the explicit
choice of soliton in Eq. (7): this is expected because the GL
field h favors the +%0 phase and will act with opposite sign on
the other possible soliton +%0 tanh(x/w). On the other hand,
!̃ and c are always defined as positive, and their numerical
prefactors depend on the specific normalized density of the
interface &w(x) $ |%%&(x)| (see Appendix D).

By using the solitonic profile %% [Eq. (7)] as an ansatz to
solve the Langevin equation for the GL model, we found a
procedure to go from the two-dimensional description of the
problem to an effective one-dimensional one. Interestingly,
the same relation between the elasticity c of a domain wall
in a one-dimensional system and the GL parameters can be
obtained by computing the energy cost Eel of the creation of a
domain wall in the system, as was obtained before (see, e.g.,
Ref. [29]).

In this section we showed how to connect the GL and the
DES descriptions at the level of their respective Langevin
equation. Our approach complements the one proposed in
Ref. [43] where both the elasticity and the thermal noise are
also taken into account, but with a much more phenomeno-
logical treatment of the effective thermal noise. The method
we propose provides us with an effective reduced dynam-
ics for the interface displacement field u(y, t ), that we test
numerically in the subsequent sections, on the evolution of
roughness starting from a flat initial condition. We will discuss
this procedure in presence of disorder in Sec. IV.

In Appendix B we present a generic discussion on the
model reduction from an equilibrium Hamiltonian viewpoint
that complements the dynamical approach presented in this
section. We show that the connection between the GL and
the DES descriptions can actually be performed directly at the
level of the Hamiltonian as well, if the system is assumed to be
at equilibrium. This is thus relevant for the long-time limit of
the equilibrium dynamics [i.e., Eq. (3) with no external field
h = 0], for which the probability of a given profile % is simply
given by a Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution. This procedure on
the statics allows us to identify the DES elastic constant c
and the effective disorder, but it does not give us access to
the effective DES friction and noise since those pertain to the
dynamics, so we need to consider the Langevin equation as
we did in this section (see also Appendix C). Note also that
the passage from Eq. (9) to Eq. (10) bears similarity with the
projection operator of Refs. [33–35,44].

III. ROUGHNESS OF INTERFACES

Among the observables that characterize interfaces, one
of the most useful, convenient, and studied is the one that
measures the spatial correlations of the position u(y, t ) of the

interface at time t ,

B(r = |y2 # y1|, t ) = '[u(y2, t ) # u(y1, t )]2(. (17)

This so-called roughness function characterizes the random
geometry of the interface. ' · · · ( denotes thermal average, and
· · · denotes the average over different disorder realizations
when appropriate. Usually, it is also convenient to compute
the Fourier transform, called the structure factor, defined as

S(q, t ) =
" 1
L

u%
q(t )uq(t )

#
, (18)

where uq(t ) =
$L#1

j=0 (u j (t ) # ū(t ))eiq j (ū(t ) is the mean posi-
tion of the whole interface, zero thereafter), and the discrete
Fourier modes q = 2'n/L with n = 1, . . . , L # 1.

When a flat domain wall is subjected to a thermal bath,
correlations in its geometry evolve in time as a result of
the competition between the domain wall elasticity and the
thermal fluctuations. For finite times, a memory of the initial
condition remains in Eq. (17). As t goes to infinity, if the in-
terface has a finite length, correlations spread along the whole
interface, and this memory of the initial condition disappears.

For the clean system we are considering so far, we can
compute analytically the full time dependence of this corre-
lation. One uses the linearity of the EW equation to solve
Eq. (15) for F = 0 [42], with an initially flat configuration.
Averaging over the thermal noise, one obtains

B(r, t ) = Tr
c

%
1 # 1"

'zr

&
e#z2r2 # 1

'
# 2"

'

( zr

0
e#t2

dt
)
,

(19)

where z =
*

!̃
8ct . At large times, Eq. (19) converges to the

static thermal roughness Bth(r) ! Tr/c.
We now use the result of Eq. (19) to assess the validity of

our bulk-to-line model reduction. To compare the numerical
efficiency of the 2D-GL and of the 1D-EW modelizations, we
first perform simulations of the 1D interface, i.e., we solve nu-
merically Eq. (15) [45] with parameters !̃ = c = 2

"
2

3 [taking
! = " = # = $ = 1 in Eq. (16)], T = 0.05, and F = 0 [46].
Starting from a flat configuration, we perform simulations of
the elastic line during different times for different realizations.
For each final configuration obtained for u(y, t ) we compute
B(r, t ). In Fig. 2 we show the obtained roughness functions
for each realization and for an average of B(r, t ) over differ-
ent realizations. We find an excellent agreement between the
numerically obtained roughness functions and the analytical
result (19).

The analytical prediction for the roughness function given
by Eq. (19) gives us a benchmark to test the proposed connec-
tion between the GL model of Eq. (3) and the EW dynamics
of Eq. (15) in two and one dimensions, respectively. We
performed simulations of a 2D-GL system, by solving numer-
ically Eq. (3), with " = # = $ = ! = 1, at T = 0.05, with
periodic boundary conditions along y (interface direction),
and Dirichlet boundary conditions along x (see Fig. 1) [47].

Let us define, for convenience, the bulk order parameter
%u(x, y) = %%(x # u(y)) associated to an interface of position
u(y) and a solitonic profile given by Eq. (7) at each y. In the
simulation, we start with a flat domain wall, i.e., with an initial
condition %(x, y, t = 0) = %u0 (x, y), with u0(y) = Lx/2, for
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =
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2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)
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!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)
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"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)
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w

%
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"
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The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #
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approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains
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is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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FIG. 2. Time dependence of the roughness B(r, t ), computed for interfaces in a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an
equivalent 1D Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of
simulations which evolved during a time t = 10 j , j = 1, . . . , 6 (indicated by different colors), starting from a completely flat configuration.
The analytical prediction of the evolution of B(r, t ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional interface is shown on dashed colored lines
for different evolution times. The asymptotic value T

c r, expected for a completely stationarized interface, is shown in black dotted lines. On
the right, the final extracted interfaces for one of the realizations after each evolution time t are shown for both models. A portion of length
25.6 ! 25.6 of a Ginzburg-Landau simulated system is also shown after the evolution times of t = 10 and t = 106, along with the detected
interface.

all y. The order parameter !(x, y, t ) then evolves in time by
keeping the shape of a rectilinear domain wall profile, local-
ized along an interface of position u(y, t ) (see Fig. 1).

To obtain the effective interface position u(y, t ) for a given
configuration !(x, y, t ) of GL model, we fit !(x, y, t ) at fixed
y and t with a function !u(x, y), with the fitting parameters
{!0,w, u(y)}. The interface position u(y, t ) is then given by
the fitted value u(y) [48]. A snapshot of part of a simulated
system is shown in Fig. 2 along with the detected interface
and some of the fitted interface positions u(y, t ). By following
this method, we computed u(y, t ) for different realizations of
simulations of a system which evolved for different times,
and we computed the roughness defined on Eq. (17) of these
functions.

The obtained values of the roughness are shown in Fig. 2
for different realizations at each time, and also for the average
of the roughness over different realizations. The roughness
functions of the interfaces obtained in our simulations are in
excellent agreement with the expected result after different
evolution times. For the pure system, this strongly supports
that we have a very precise method to connect both levels of
descriptions of interfaces, in the elastic approximation.

This mapping allows us to test for the deviations for
the pure elastic description of the interface. For the 1D-EW
model, where the elastic description is exact by construction,
no deviation from the elastic description indeed occurs. This
can be seen in Fig. 3, where we computed the roughness of
interfaces which evolved during a time t = 103 for different
temperatures T and compared it to the theoretical prediction
(19) that we denote B(r, T ) to emphasize the temperature
dependence. However, for the 2D-GL model, the measured

roughness functions match the predicted roughness only when
the ratio T/T " is sufficiently small (see Appendix A), with
T " = #$ /% = 1 for our parameter values. We observe devi-
ations from the theoretically expected value of B(r, T ) for
temperatures larger than T = 0.15. Such a discrepancy as
temperature increases is expected since the approach we pro-
posed to go from the bulk to the line model is based on a
small-noise hypothesis.

IV. DISORDERED SYSTEMS

Disorder plays a key role inducing highly nonlinear effects
in the statics and dynamics of interfaces. In particular, it is
well known that, as a consequence of disorder, the inter-
face geometry is drastically changed compared to one only
subject to thermal fluctuations, and its study is the whole
point of the DES framework [9,18,19]. At small lengthscales,
thermal fluctuations are expected to dominate the interface ge-
ometry behavior [at equilibrium B(r) " Bth(r) = T

c r2&th , with
&th = 1/2]. However, at large lengthscales, disorder induces
a change in the power-law behavior of the roughness, and
both the prefactor and the roughness exponent & are affected
[19,49]. The equilibrium roughness B(r) will thus be charac-
terized at large distances by a different exponent dependent on
the disorder type (for example, random-bond or random-field
types [50]). However, computing the roughness of interfaces
in the GL model is a much more challenging task. Let us
now extend the mapping presented in Sec. II to the case of
disordered systems.

To study the effect of quenched disorder on an interface
described by a GL model, we introduce fluctuations in the
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c r, expected for a completely stationarized interface, is shown in black dotted lines. On
the right, the final extracted interfaces for one of the realizations after each evolution time t are shown for both models. A portion of length
25.6 ! 25.6 of a Ginzburg-Landau simulated system is also shown after the evolution times of t = 10 and t = 106, along with the detected
interface.

all y. The order parameter !(x, y, t ) then evolves in time by
keeping the shape of a rectilinear domain wall profile, local-
ized along an interface of position u(y, t ) (see Fig. 1).

To obtain the effective interface position u(y, t ) for a given
configuration !(x, y, t ) of GL model, we fit !(x, y, t ) at fixed
y and t with a function !u(x, y), with the fitting parameters
{!0,w, u(y)}. The interface position u(y, t ) is then given by
the fitted value u(y) [48]. A snapshot of part of a simulated
system is shown in Fig. 2 along with the detected interface
and some of the fitted interface positions u(y, t ). By following
this method, we computed u(y, t ) for different realizations of
simulations of a system which evolved for different times,
and we computed the roughness defined on Eq. (17) of these
functions.

The obtained values of the roughness are shown in Fig. 2
for different realizations at each time, and also for the average
of the roughness over different realizations. The roughness
functions of the interfaces obtained in our simulations are in
excellent agreement with the expected result after different
evolution times. For the pure system, this strongly supports
that we have a very precise method to connect both levels of
descriptions of interfaces, in the elastic approximation.

This mapping allows us to test for the deviations for
the pure elastic description of the interface. For the 1D-EW
model, where the elastic description is exact by construction,
no deviation from the elastic description indeed occurs. This
can be seen in Fig. 3, where we computed the roughness of
interfaces which evolved during a time t = 103 for different
temperatures T and compared it to the theoretical prediction
(19) that we denote B(r, T ) to emphasize the temperature
dependence. However, for the 2D-GL model, the measured

roughness functions match the predicted roughness only when
the ratio T/T " is sufficiently small (see Appendix A), with
T " = #$ /% = 1 for our parameter values. We observe devi-
ations from the theoretically expected value of B(r, T ) for
temperatures larger than T = 0.15. Such a discrepancy as
temperature increases is expected since the approach we pro-
posed to go from the bulk to the line model is based on a
small-noise hypothesis.

IV. DISORDERED SYSTEMS

Disorder plays a key role inducing highly nonlinear effects
in the statics and dynamics of interfaces. In particular, it is
well known that, as a consequence of disorder, the inter-
face geometry is drastically changed compared to one only
subject to thermal fluctuations, and its study is the whole
point of the DES framework [9,18,19]. At small lengthscales,
thermal fluctuations are expected to dominate the interface ge-
ometry behavior [at equilibrium B(r) " Bth(r) = T

c r2&th , with
&th = 1/2]. However, at large lengthscales, disorder induces
a change in the power-law behavior of the roughness, and
both the prefactor and the roughness exponent & are affected
[19,49]. The equilibrium roughness B(r) will thus be charac-
terized at large distances by a different exponent dependent on
the disorder type (for example, random-bond or random-field
types [50]). However, computing the roughness of interfaces
in the GL model is a much more challenging task. Let us
now extend the mapping presented in Sec. II to the case of
disordered systems.

To study the effect of quenched disorder on an interface
described by a GL model, we introduce fluctuations in the
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
clean (nondisordered) systems.

Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
!

dr
"$

2
|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%

#
, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
%2 + #

4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
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Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
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dr
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|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%
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, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
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4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
clean (nondisordered) systems.

Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
!

dr
"$

2
|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%

#
, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
%2 + #

4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
clean (nondisordered) systems.

Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
!

dr
"$

2
|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%

#
, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
%2 + #

4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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±!0 = ±
!

"/# represent the two preferential states of the
system, and h is an external applied field.

In this section, to establish the procedure, we focus on
a clean system. The effect of disorder, which is crucial for
experimental realization of interfaces, will be studied in detail
in Sec. IV.

The simplest equation describing the time evolution of
the nonconserved order parameter !(r, t ) in contact with a
thermal bath at temperature T is given by the overdamped
Langevin equation

$%t! = "#HGL[!]
#!

+ & = '#2
r ! " V $(!) + h + & , (3)

where & = & (r, t ) is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and two-point correlator

%& (r2, t2)& (r1, t1)& = 2$T #n(r2 " r1)#(t2 " t1), (4)

$ is the microscopic friction, and ' the amplitude of the elastic
cost associated to deformations of !.

Interfaces are defined as the region where the order param-
eter shifts from a preferred value to another. We are interested
in studying interfaces in a 2D system with r = (x, y) (see
Fig. 1). To do so, if the x and y axes are chosen so that the
interface has a univalued shape at x = u(y, t ), a natural ansatz
to describe the field is !(x, y, t ) = !'(x " u(y, t )), where the
function !' describes the switch from a preferred value of
the order parameter to another. Such an ansatz can only be
approximate since, at nonzero temperature, the actual shape
of the switching profile actually depends on the y coordinate
and presents fluctuations of thermal origin (see Fig. 1). We
expect it to become correct at low temperature if the function
!' is well chosen. As shown in Appendix A, the thermal
fluctuations of the order parameter !(x, y, t ) in each of the
±!0 phases are negligible compared to their mean value if the
temperature is much lower than T ( = "' /#. We thus expect
our analysis to be valid in the regime T ( T ( (see Ref. [41]
for a treatment of thermal fluctuations in the bulk). To de-
termine an effective equation of evolution for the so-called
displacement field u(y, t ), we substitute the ansatz into the
bulk Langevin Eq. (3):

"$!'$%t u = '
!
!'$$ + !'$$(%yu)2 " !'$%2

y u
"

" V $(!') + h + & . (5)

Physically, we expect that at low temperature the optimal
!' is a solitonic profile that minimizes the energy of the
system at zero field h:

"#HGL[!]
#!

###
!'

= ' !'$$ " V $(!') = 0. (6)

Such an equation effectively describes the conservative mo-
tion of a “particle” of position !' and time x that evolves in
a potential V . If the function V (!) has two local minima, we
indeed have solitonic solutions that go from a minimum to
another as x goes from ") to +). In our case of interest
(2), we pick the soliton, or kink-type solution, that satisfies
the Dirichlet boundary conditions !'(±)) = *!0 whose ex-
plicit form is well known:

!'(x) = "!0 tanh
$ x
w

%
, (7)

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The parameters w, representing the
width of the interface, and !0, representing the preferred val-
ues ±!0 for the order parameter are given by

!0 =
&

"

#
, w =

&
2'

"
. (8)

Substituting the identity (6) into Eq. (5), one obtains ex-
plicitly

"$!'$(x)%t u(y, t ) = '
'
!'$$(x)[%yu(y, t )]2 " !'$(x)%2

y u(y, t )
(

+ h + & [x + u(y, t ), y, t], (9)

where we can safely replace & (x + u(y, t ), y, t ) by & (x, y, t )
using the invariance by translation of the noise distribution.

The equation of evolution (9) is inconsistent (the depen-
dency in x is not the same for every term), even at zero
temperature. To obtain an equation of evolution for the posi-
tion of the interface, one multiplies Eq. (9) by !'$ to “localize”
the equation around the position of the interface, and one
integrates over x. A justification of this procedure is presented
in Appendix B [see Eq. (B9)]: at the energetic level, when
computing the force as deriving from a bulk or an effec-
tive Hamiltonian, a factor !'$ naturally appears between the
derivatives #

#u or #
#!'

u
. See also Appendix C for a path-integral

approach where the integration over x comes naturally, di-
rectly in a dynamical formulation. Doing so, one obtains

$N1%t u = 'N1%
2
y u " 'N2(%yu)2 + hN3 + &̃ (y, t ), (10)

where

N1 +
) )

")
dx (!'$)2 = !2

0
4

3w
= 2

!
2

3#

*
"3

'
, (11)

N2 +
) )

")
dx !'$$!'$ = 0, N3 =

) )

")
dx !'$ = "2!0.

(12)

The effective noise

&̃ (y, t ) =
) )

")
dx & (x, y, t )!'$(x) (13)

is a linear superposition of Gaussian variables, and is thus also
a Gaussian white noise of zero average and correlations

%&̃ (y2, t2)&̃ (y1, t1)& = 2$T N1#(y2 " y1)#(t2 " t1). (14)

We thus find a Langevin equation for u(y, t ) of the form

$̃%t u = c%2
y u + F + &̃ , (15)

which is the EW equation [42] describing the time evolution
of an elastic line u(y, t ), with friction $̃, elasticity c, external
force F , and temperature T . By this procedure, we found
the friction and the force effectively “felt” by an interface in
the GL model, as well as its elastic constant, and how these
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2

y u
"

(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as
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Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
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The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +
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A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
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completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.
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correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.
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rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),
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Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )
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y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $
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dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as
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The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and
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A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)
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LT
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n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2
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(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $

!$
dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation
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The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +
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(wq)2(w2q2 + 4) sinh!1
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A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2
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(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $

!$
dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation
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The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +
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A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2

y u
"

(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $
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dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation
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The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and
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A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.
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Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),
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(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $

!$
dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation

)(u) = 2*3'
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% u
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! u
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w
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. (26)

The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +

8w
(wq)2(w2q2 + 4) sinh!1

%+wq
2

&
. (27)

A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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knowledge, these analytical calculations are only done for
clean (nondisordered) systems.

Both levels of description, the elastic line model, and GL
models have been proven helpful to describe the physics
of disordered systems very well. However, a complete con-
nection between the two levels of description, or “model
reduction,” applicable both to clean and disordered systems, is
still lacking. Establishing a connection between both models
is extremely important for the case of disordered systems
since it allows one to obtain analytical predictions for the
more complex model, based on results for its simpler coun-
terpart. For several decades, different approaches to establish
a connection between both models in the clean case have
been proposed. Most of them focused on obtaining the lin-
ear tension of an interface in a GL model, as, for example,
in Refs. [23–26]. This question is quite generic since the
dynamics is that of the so-called “model A” [27]. A model
reduction has been determined for interfaces close to the crit-
ical temperature [28] or for flat walls in the absence of noise
[29], or using a Fokker-Planck viewpoint [30,31] or other
approaches for flat interfaces [32,33], and in the context of
kinetic roughening [34] or of the “drumhead model” [35,36].
For clean systems, more complex approaches than the one
we propose have also been developed, including effects that
we discard, for instance, the effect of curvature [33,34,37,38]
or of varying domain-wall width [35]. Note that the model
reduction is formally equivalent to the determination of ex-
tended particle states in quantum field theory [39,40], where
collective coordinate methods are similar to those of statistical
mechanics.

In this work, we connect the GL and EW models through
a simple procedure that requires few assumptions, and that
applies both to clean systems and to systems with quenched
disorder. Our method allows a direct quantitative comparison
between the parameters of each model, which in the case of
clean systems coincides with previous predictions, but has the
neat advantage of being applicable to disordered systems as
well. Our method allows to quantitatively relate how disorder
is translated from a model to the other. This is a first step to
get insight in how to extend the DES theory beyond the elastic
approximation, thus allowing for a better characterization and
understanding of experimental realizations of interfaces. The
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, to present and
benchmark our method, we briefly describe the GL model, es-
tablish the necessary assumptions, and explain our procedure
to connect this model to an Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) elastic
line model in the clean case. Complementary justifications of
our procedure are presented in Appendixes A to C. In Sec. III
we compute analytically how the roughness, an observable
measuring geometrical fluctuations of an interface, evolves as
a function of lengthscale and time for a one-dimensional (1D)
elastic line in the clean case. We probe the established connec-
tion between the models by performing extended simulations
on a two-dimensional-GL (2D-GL) model, a 1D-EW model:
we evaluate the roughness of interfaces which evolved starting
from a completely flat configuration, and show how interfaces
in both models, under our proposed connection, behave in
excellent agreement with the analytical prediction in the 1D
case. We also probe the connection between models numeri-
cally as a function of temperature. In Sec. IV, we introduce

FIG. 1. Snapshot of part of a system after solving numerically
the Langevin equation (see text) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau model
[Eq. (3), with ! = " = # = $ = 1, T = 0.05, t = 105] to obtain the
evolution of the order parameter %(x, y). The obtained interface for
this system is also shown in black. One of the fitted soliton profiles
%!(x) (for fixed y) is highlighted in dashed blue line. Inset: The
hyperbolic profile %!(x) from Eq. (7), its derivative (which charac-
terizes the “density” of the interface), and three typical states in the
local double-well potential.

quenched disorder in the GL system and show, by using our
method, how it translates quantitatively in the EW model into
a short-range-correlated disorder. We evaluate numerically the
roughness and its Fourier transform, the structure factor, and
show that they are in excellent agreement in both models,
validating our proposed procedure for disordered systems. We
finally conclude and discuss some perspectives of our work in
Sec. V.

II. FROM BULK DYNAMICS TO INTERFACE DYNAMICS
(CLEAN SYSTEMS)

We study the behavior of the region (or “interface”) sep-
arating two domains characterized by distinct values of the
local order parameter in a bulk model (see Fig. 1). At the bulk
level, we use a Ginzburg-Landau (GL) model to describe the
system, where the order parameter of each homogeneous re-
gion is a local minimum of the corresponding “%4” potential.
We consider a nonconserved order parameter %(r, t ), describ-
ing the local state of the system ruled by a GL Hamiltonian

HGL[%] =
!

dr
"$

2
|"r%|2 + V (%) # h%

#
, (1)

where r $ Rn, and the %4 potential

V (%) = #"

2
%2 + #

4
%4, (2)

with " > 0, # > 0, models the existence of two preferred
values for %: the minima of this double-well potential at
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2

y u
"

(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $

!$
dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation

)(u) = 2*3'

3$2w3 sinh9
! u

w

"
$
115 sinh

% u
w

&
+ 90 sinh

%3u
w

&

+ 7 sinh
%5u

w

&
! u

w
336 cosh

% u
w

&

! u
w

81 cosh
%3u

w

&
! u

w
3 cosh

%5u
w

&'
. (26)

The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +

8w
(wq)2(w2q2 + 4) sinh!1

%+wq
2

&
. (27)

A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughness B(r, T ) for a 2D Ginzburg-Landau system (bottom figures) and for an equivalent 1D
Edwards-Wilkinson system (top figures), obtained for ten realizations (left figures) and for the average over ten realizations of simulations
which evolved during a time t = 103 at temperatures T = 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 (indicated by different colors), starting from a
completely flat configuration. The analytical predictions of the evolution in time of B(r, T ) [Eq. (19)] for an equivalent one-dimensional
interface is shown on dashed colored lines for different temperatures. The final interfaces obtained for one realization are also shown for both
models at different temperatures. A portion of the Ginzburg-Landau system is also shown at T = 0.05 and T = 0.3, along with the detected
interface, shown in black.

height of the double-well potential V (!) of (2) as

V" (!(r)) = V (!(r))[1 + #" (r)]. (20)

Here " (r) is a random number at position r taken from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance whose
correlations satisfy " (ri )" (r j ) = $2(ri ! r j ), where ri, j are
the relative distance between the simulation cells i and j, and
we recall that · · · denotes the average over different disorder
realizations.

When using the ansatz !(x, y, t ) = !"(x ! u(y, t )), the
Langevin equation describing the evolution of the order pa-
rameter now becomes, instead of Eq. (9),

!%!"#&t u ='
!
!"## + !"##(&yu)2 ! !"#&2

y u
"

(21)

! V #(!") ! #" (x, y)V #(!") + ( (x, y, t ).

Following the procedure of Sec. II, i.e., by multiplying by
!!"#, using the soliton equation (6) ' !"## = V #(!"), and inte-
grating x over the whole space, we find an effective Langevin
equation for the displacement field u(y, t )

%̃&t u = c&2
y u + Fp[u(y, t ), y] + F + (̃ (y, t ). (22)

Compared to Eq. (15), we have now the extra term

Fp(u, y) = #'

# $

!$
dx " (x + u, y)!"##(x)!"#(x), (23)

which represents a quenched pinning force acting on the inter-
face. As a linear combination of a Gaussian field, the random
pinning force Fp is again Gaussian. Its average is zero and its
correlations are given by

Fp(u1, y1)Fp(u2, y2) = #2$(y1 ! y2))(u2 ! u1), (24)

where the correlator along the x direction is defined as

)(u) = ' 2
# $

!$
dx (!"#!"##)(x)(!"#!"##)(x ! u). (25)

Using the explicit shape (7) of the profile !"(x), one ob-
tains by direct computation

)(u) = 2*3'

3$2w3 sinh9
! u

w
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$
115 sinh

% u
w

&
+ 90 sinh

%3u
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. (26)

The effective disorder correlations are thus short-range with
a correlation length of the order of the interface width w
(see also Appendix D). The Fourier transform of the corre-
lator (25), defined as )̂(q) =

( $
!$ du e!iqu)(u), is given by

)̂(q) = Dg2(q,w), where D = 2*3'
9$2 and

g(q,w) = +

8w
(wq)2(w2q2 + 4) sinh!1

%+wq
2

&
. (27)

A pinning force with correlations given by Eq. (24), for
fixed y and continuous u, may be generated by computing

Fp(u, y) = #
)

D
LT

*M!1
n=0 eiqnug(qn,w)zn, where qn = 2+

Lx
n and

zn are complex Hermitian random numbers taken from a
Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit variance, with
z0 = 0. Here Lx = M$l is the transverse length of the system.
In Fig. 4 we show the computed correlations of pinning forces
generated with this method, for M = 104, $l = 0.1, D = 1,
# = 1 [51].
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guments did not address what happens after the thermally
activated jump of the optimal nucleus. Although the velocity
is dominated by the time spent to thermally jump over the
barriers, our equations show that the small f behavior con-
sists in fact of two different regimes. Up to a size RT motion
can only occur through thermal activation over barriers. This
is the regime described by the phenomenological approach to
the creep. The optimal nucleus of the scaling estimate is
given directly by the RG derivation as RT!(1/f )1/(2!"eq).
Remarkably, another interesting regime exists above this
length scale #see Fig. 9$. It emerges directly from our RG
equations and can be given the following simple physical
interpretation. In some regions of the system, bundles of size
RT depin due to thermal activation. These small events then
trigger much larger ones, and the motion above RT proceeds
in a deterministic way, much as the T"0 depinning. In par-
ticular, once the initial bundle depins it triggers an avalanche
up to a size RV which is given by RV /RT
!(Uc /T)%/&(RT /Rc)'%/& where ' , & , and % are the energy,
depinning, and correlation length exponents, respectively.
The present study also raises several interesting questions

which deserve further investigation; some of them rely on
being able to obtain a more accurate solution of our flow
equations. We have shown explicitly how to recover from
our equations the conventional depinning law #and the scal-
ing creep exponents$. It rested on a mathematical property,
likely to hold, but not yet rigorously established, of the so-
lution for the flow of the correlator of the disorder. Such
behavior should be checked in detail. The equations being
quite complicated, a numerical solution, albeit delicate,
seems to be appropriate. If the constraint #5.2$ on the flow
defined in Sec. V B were found to be violated, then the con-
ventional picture of the depinning would very likely fail, as
we have analyzed in detail. A similar question arises con-
cerning the flow of the friction ( as discussed in Sec. VI C.

If the solution of the flow is found to depend on the precise
behavior at the Larkin length Rc , it is likely that even uni-
versality could be questioned. These issues are a priori less
important for the first, thermally activated, part of the creep
regime, but because of the existence of a second, depinning-
like regime, they would also have consequences for creep.
Again, these questions depend on the precise form of the
flow and can be answered unambiguously by a detailed
enough analysis of our equations. It would also be of great
interest to develop a more detailed physical picture of the
crossover between thermally activated and depinninglike
motion since we found that both occur within the creep phe-
nomenon.
Several applications and extensions of our work can be

envisioned. First, extensions to many-dimensional displace-
ment field #of dimension N#1), given in Appendix F, would
be interesting to study within the methods used here. One
could check whether the approximation used in Ref. 53
yields the correct result for the N#1 depinning. Second, the
effect of additional KPZ nonlinearities could be investigated.
In particular one could check the usual argument which
yields that KPZ terms are unimportant for the depinning31
since their coupling constant is proportionnal to the #small$
velocity. Also, extensions to other types of disorder, such as
correlated disorder,54 are possible. Finally, it should allow
one to describe in a systematic way the thermal rounding of
the depinning, i.e., the study of the v-f characteristics for f
close to the threshold and small T. If one assumes that one
can simply carry naive perturbation theory in T around the
T"0 solution of the RG flow near f c #i.e., only keeping the
contribution beyond lV), one is led in Eq. #5.13$ to an addi-
tional term proportional to T/v2, which readily yields the
value for the thermal rounding exponent )"1$2& proposed
in Ref. 49 #i.e., a scaling form near f " f c and small T for the
velocity v!T&/)*+( f ! f c)/T1/),). Although this exponent
seems to be consistent with starting values -%T , its validity
could be further checked by solving our RG flow equations
at small T.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATIONS

Here are some notations and conventions and diagram-
matics we use in the text. The surface of the unit sphere in D
dimensions divided by (2.)D is denoted by SD
"2(4.)!D/2//(D/2). The thermal average of any observ-
able A is 0A1, the disorder average is A , and the average with
the dynamical action S+u , û, is denoted by 0A1S"0A1 . The
Fourier transform of a function hrt of (r ,t) is hq2
"3 rte!iq•r$i2thrt where 3 rt43dr dt , and the inversion
reads hrt"3q2eiq•r!i2thq ,2 , where 3q43+dDq/(2.)D, ,
3243(d2/2.). The Fourier transform of the correlator
5(u) is 56"3du e!i6•u5(u) in general or 56
"30

adu e!i6u5(u) in the periodic case. One has thus 5(u)
"36ei6•u56 , where 3643(d6/2.) or (1/a)76 in the peri-
odic case. Note that 56 is a real and even function of 6 .
The graphs are made of the following units #see Fig. 10$:

FIG. 9. Schematic picture of the creep process emerging from
the present study: while thermally activated motion occurs between
scales Rc #Larkin length$ and RT #thermal nucleus size$, depinning-
like motion occurs up to the avalanche size RV .
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Quasistatic ‘creep’ regime - Standard scaling argument

Focus on low temperature     / small force     / large system size    : creep prediction?T f L
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L. B. Ioffe & V. M. Vinokur, J. Phys. C 20, 6149 (1987)Scaling argument initially presented in

Quasistatic assumption: in order to move a segment of length L 
of the interface, we can estimate the energy barrier to cross 
from the equilibrium free energy.

V (x, z)

L
Typical transverse displacement deduced 
from the roughness at equilibrium: u(L) ⇠ L⇣

Elastic (free-)energy associated to this displacement: Eel(L) ⇠ Ld · cu(L)
2

L2
⇠ Ld�2+2⇣

Under an external force, corresponding (free-)energy: Ef (L) ⇠ fLdu(L) ⇠ fLd+⇣

Minimum size L for which it is worth to overcome a barrier, thus depends on the force:

Eel(Lopt) = Ef (Lopt) ,, Eel(Lopt(f)) ⇠ f�µLopt(f) ⇠ f�(2�⇣)

Mean steady-state velocity controlled by the typical ‘largest barrier’, which controls the 
mean first passage time (MFPT). Under an Arrhenius assumption:
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Quasistatic ‘creep’ regime - Regime of validity of the creep prediction
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Quasistatic ‘creep’ regime - Model reduction?
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(F ⌧ Fc)
In order to overcome the difficulties of the traditional

integration schemes for Eq. (1), it has been proposed to
target the rare events that move the interface forward
[39,40]. This corresponds to enumerate all pathways that
end in a state with lower energy and select the one that has
overcome the smallest barrier. Unfortunately, this exact
enumeration grows exponentially with Lopt and does not
permit to access the creep regime and to test the scaling
arguments of Eqs. (3) and (4).
Modeling.—Below fc, the dynamics that evolves the

interface from one metastable state to the next one is
composed by two steps: an activated move to jump a barrier
and find a lower energy state, followed by a deterministic
relaxation that further drives the interface through the energy
lowering gradient until the next minimum is reached. The
difference between the new and the previous metastable
configurations is a compact object that we call an event, well
characterized both by its area Seve and by its lateral size Leve.
In order to explore the low force regime, we adopt here a

new strategy for the activated move. Thanks to the Dijkstra
algorithm, we compute (in a polynomial time) the minimal
rearrangement in size that takes the interface to a lower energy
state. At small forces, this approximate method is equivalent
to searching for a minimal barrier since they grow with the
size of the rearrangement. This strategy allowsus toovercome
the severe computation limitations of the exact algorithm and
make it possible not only to increase by a factor 30 the system
size, but, and more importantly, to decrease by a factor 100,
the external drive f. Numerical checks show that even at
forces smaller and comparable to fc, the approximated
method provides the same macroscopic dynamics as the
exact algorithm. We refer the reader to the Supplemental
Material [29] for this validation and algorithmic details. For a
given realization of the disorder, the sequence of metastable
configurations generated by our algorithm is unique once the
steady state is reached. A typical sequence of locked
configurations can be seen in Fig. 1 (left). Unless specified,
all the reported numerical data correspond to a system
size L ! 3360.
Results analysis.—From the conventional picture of

creep dynamics, one would expect that for small driving
forces (f ! fc), the event size fluctuates around a “typical"
value Ld"!eq

opt (note that when f ! fc, the rearrangements
induced by relaxation are minimal). However, in Fig. 3, we
show that the event size distribution displays an unexpected
power-law scaling:

P#Seve$ " S#"eveG#Seve=Sc$; #5$

similar to the depinning one with a force-dependent cutoff
Sc#f$. A good collapse of the distributions at different
forces is found for Sc#f$ " f##, with # ! 1.25. This scaling
with force is perfectly consistent with the cutoff being
Sc!Sopt"Ld"!eq

opt ; that for d ! 1 yields # ! #1" !eq$$eq !
5=4. We conclude that at variance with standard scaling, the

characteristic length Lopt corresponds to the “largest” rather
than the “typical” size of the irreversible events. However, the
creep law (4) is not affected, since, for activated dynamics, the
velocity is controlled by the largest barriers and therefore by
Lopt. Notice that for larger forces (f ! f#c ), the activated
nucleus Lopt saturates to a microsopic length, but the event
size is dominated by the deterministic relaxation [40] so that
Leve diverges as #fc # f$#$dep . Therefore, alsoSeve (defined as
combination of an activated and a deterministic move)
diverges at both critical points while taking a minimal value
at intermediate forces (see Supplemental Material [29]).
A second important feature of P#Seve$ is the power-law

decay. A scaling argument, valid for elastic systems [41],
suggests that the cutoff exponent # and the power-law
exponent " should satisfy the relation " ! 2 # 2$eq=# !
2 # 2=#d" !eq$, in analogy to Eq. (2). Here, the cutoff
"f## is controlled by the distance to equilibrium f ! 0,
and we would expect the value " ! "eq ! 4=5. However,
this is not the case, and we find a larger exponent
" ! 1.17% 0.01. Such a distribution with " > "eq, violating
the scaling relation, expresses an excess of small events
compared to what is expected a priori for a distribution of
fully independent avalanches.
To shed light on this issue, we further inspect Fig. 1. We

observe that creep events are organized in compact spatio-
temporal patterns in contrast with depinning avalanches that
appear randomly distributed along the interface, as well
illustrated by the activity maps that supplement the sequence
of metastable configurations. Remarkably, there is a sim-
ilarity of such time correlations between events with the ones
observed in real earthquakes, where a large main shock is
followed by a cascade of aftershocks [21–24]. The statistics
of the energy dissipated by earthquakes is characterized by
the Gutenberg-Richter exponent b, which is equivalent to the
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FIG. 3. Events’ size distributions P#Seve$ at different forces
(inset), collapsed by plotting P#Seve$=P#Sc$ vs Seve=Sc, with
Sc#f$ ! f#$eq#1"!eq$ (main panel), therefore validating the ex-

pected creep scaling Lopt " f#$eq , given Sc " L#1"!eq$
opt .
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[21], where a main shock triggers a cascade of aftershocks
[21–24]. We foresee these correlated dynamics being
experimentally accessible by events’ detection in ferro-
magnetic films [4]. To motivate such an experimental test,
we specify the relevant scales for the particular case of
Pt=Co=Pt films [25].
Phenomenology.—We consider a d!1-dimensional in-

terface in absence of overhangs. At any time t, the local
displacement is described by a single valued function,
h"x; t#, which, in the overdamped limit, is described by the
so-called quenched Edwards-Wilkinson equation [26–28]:

!!th"x; t# ! c"2h"x; t# $ f $ Fp"x; h# $ ""x; t#; "1#

where c"2h"x; t# accounts for the elastic force due to the
surface tension, f is the external pulling force, and the
fluctuations induced by impurities and temperature are
encoded in the quenched disorder term Fp"x; h# and in the
Langevin thermal noise ""x; t#, respectively. We consider
here random bond (RB) disorder in which the pinning
potential is short-range correlated in the direction of
motion. The analysis of the random-field disorder case,
where the pinning force is short-range correlated (and thus,
the energy displays correlations in the direction of motion),
is deferred to the Supplemental Material [29].
At zero temperature, there are two reference points

where self-affinity and scale-free behavior are expected.
Equilibrium scaling.—The first reference point, at f ! 0

corresponds to thermodynamic equilibrium where the
extensive ground state energy displays a critical sample
to sample fluctuations, growing as L#eq , and the interface is
rough with a self-affine width growing as L$eq . The
exponents #eq and $eq are universal and depend only on
dimension, range of elastic interactions, and disorder class.

Depinning scaling.—The second critical point at f ! fc
and zero temperature corresponds to the depinning tran-
sition above which the interface acquires a finite global
velocity V ! "f " fc#%dep. This point is characterized by a
roughness $dep (see Fig. 2 at f ! fc). At any force close to
fc, a small perturbation can induce a large reorganization of
the interface, called depinning avalanche. The avalanche
size, namely the area spanned by the moving interface, has
power-law statistics with exponent [37,38]

&dep ! 2 "
2

d$ $dep
: "2#

Creep scaling.—At small but finite temperature (T > 0)
and below fc, the instantaneous dynamics appears as a
collection of incoherent vibrations localized around deep
metastable configurations. However, the presence of a
small positive drive makes a global forward motion
energetically favorable in the long term. It was shown that
at vanishing temperature, this forward motion is effectively
dominated by the sequence of metastable states of decreas-
ing energy, separated by the minimal energy barrier
[39,40]. Scaling arguments suggest that at a very small
force (i.e., in the creep regime), the typical size for these
activated rearrangements is

Lopt"f# ! 1=f'eq ; with 'eq !
1

d$ $eq " #eq
: "3#

The global velocity is determined using the Arrhenius
formula, assuming that the energy barriers scale as the
ground state fluctuations, i.e., as L#

opt with # ! #eq, result-
ing in the creep law [13–19]

" logV # f"(; "4#

where ( ! 'eq#eq ! #eq="d$ $eq " #eq#.

FIG. 1. Spatiotemporal patterns. Top: snapshot of 300 consecu-
tive configurations for the moving interface. On the left, a typical
sequence of events at a small force in the creep regime that assemble
in space on a pattern of two clusters. On the right, a typical sequence
of deterministic avalanches at a larger force close to depinning that
appear randomly distributed in space. Bottom: activity maps
showing for each event of the top row, a horizontal line representing
its lateral extension. In all cases, the time sequence is illustrated by a
color code, from dark red (older) to dark blue (more recent).

FIG. 2. Velocity-force characteristics and reference points. Two
aspects of the T > 0 dynamics below fc are schematically shown:
(i) thevelocityV has a finitevalue at low forceswell approximatedby
Eq. (4), and (ii) a characteristic length scaleLopt, which diverges as f
goes to zero, separates two dynamical regimes identified by different
roughness exponents, $eq below Lopt and $dep above Lopt. When
f ! fc, Lopt is identified with the microscopic Larkin length [16].
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